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A Schrödinger-type perturbation theory for intermolecular or interatomic interactions is developed 
in the wave-operator formalism. To include all exchange effects, wavefunctions are used whose symmetry 
with respect to permutations of both electronic and nuclear coordinates can be prescribed arbitrarily. This 
necessitates a modification of the usual perturbation theory. The interaction energy is obtained as a series 
in ascending powers of the interaction operator. It is proved that every term in this series is real and that 
the terms of even order are negative definite for perturbation of the ground state. It is verified that up to 
and including third order the results of this theory, if they are restricted to electron exchange only, agree 
exactly with those of the Eisenschitz-London theory.
INTRODUCTION
When interactions between molecules or atoms are 
calculated by perturbation theory for distances where 
exchange is important, some complications are added 
to the usual perturbation-theory procedure. The unper­
turbed Hamiltonian Ho describing the system of non­
interacting molecules or atoms is a sum of molecular or 
atomic operators; its eigenfunctions are ordered prod­
ucts of molecular or atomic wavefunctions. A wave- 
function describing the interacting system must be 
antisymmetric with respect to permutations of the 
electronic coordinates. I t  must also be antisymmetric 
or symmetric with respect to permutations of identical 
nuclei. Moreover, it may have additional symmetry 
properties in the spin and space coordinates (e.g., be an 
eigenfunction of S 2 and S z and have a certain symmetry 
in configuration space). A perturbation theory that 
takes into account all exchange effects should operate 
with functions of the proper symmetry. The usual 
procedure of expanding the corrections to the unper­
turbed function in eigenfunctions of H Q cannot be 
applied directly, since these functions do not have the 
desired symmetry. A possible remedy is first to project 
the set of eigenfunctions of Ho into the space of func­
tions with the proper symmetry. Although each function 
belonging to this space can be expanded as a linear 
combination of projected eigenfunctions, one encounters 
the difficulty that these projected eigenfunctions are 
not eigenfunctions of H 0, tha t they are not orthogonal, 
and are even linearly dependent.
The first to find a solution to these problems were 
Eisenschitz and London1 in 1930. Their theory has been 
formulated more compactly and generally by the 
present author.2 Amos and Musher3 claim to obtain 
identical results by expanding the perturbed functions 
in the nonsymmetric eigenfunctions of H 0.
In the last few years, several attempts have again
* Present address: Unilever Research Laboratories, Vlaardin- 
gen, The Netherlands.
1 R. Eisenschitz and F. London, Z. Physik 60, 491 (1930).
2 A. van der Avoird, Chem. Phys. Letters 1, 24 (1967).
3 A. T. Amos and J. I. Musher, Chem. Phys. Letters 1, 149
(1967).
been undertaken to use the Rayleigh-Schrodinger 
perturbation theory4-7 or the Feenberg perturbation- 
iteration method8 to calculate intermolecular forces. In 
order to deal with the complications indicated above, all 
these theories introduce some approximations. The 
interatomic overlap is neglected5 or the effects of the 
linear dependence of the symmetry-projected eigen­
functions of H0 are not considered.8 With the Feenberg 
procedure, which avoids some of the difficulties en­
countered in perturbation theory, very complicated 
expressions are obtained that cannot be separated into 
independent contributions.8 In Ref. 6 the interaction 
energy is expanded in powers of the perturbation 
operator and of the overlap, terms higher than second 
order in both being neglected. One of the authors has 
remarked in a subsequent paper7 that the development 
in powers of the overlap is not rigorous. The perturba­
tion theories described in Refs. 4 and 7 are developed 
in the wave-operator formalism. Although both assume 
that the total correction to the symmetrized unper­
turbed function has the proper symmetry, not all the 
perturbed functions are symmetric. Therefore, it is 
possible that in finite orders of perturbation not all 
exchange contributions to the interaction energy are 
obtained.
In the present paper a Schrodinger-type perturbation 
theory is developed in the wave-operator formalism9,10 
with wavefunctions of arbitrary symmetry. All terms 
are retained, the perturbed functions have the proper 
symmetry, and the interaction energy is obtained as a 
sum of contributions of ascending order in the perturba­
tion. We have found that the energy expressions up to 
and including third order agree exactly with the results 
of the Eisenschitz-London perturbation theory, if we 
restrict our results to electron exchange only.
4W. J. Carr, Phys. Rev. 131, 1947 (1963); and (private
communication).
6 L. Salem, Discussions Faraday Soc. 40, 150 (1965).
6J. N. Murrell, M. Randic, and D. R. Williams, Proc. Roy. 
Soc. (London) A284, 566 (1965).
7 J. N. Murrell and G. Shaw, J. Chem. Phys. 46, 1768 (1967).
8 J. I. Musher and L. Salem, J. Chem. Phys. 44, 2943 (1966).
9 K. A. Brueckner, The Many-Body Problem, C. DeWitt, Ed. 
(Dunod Cie., Paris, 1959).
10 P.-O. Lowdin, J. Math. Phys. 3, 969 (1962).
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PERTURBATION THEORY
We use the framework of the perturbation theory 
described by Brueckner9 and Löwdin.10
Define a projection operator A that projects the total 
N -particle function space {$) onto the subspace of 
functions with all desired symmetry properties [\p = 
A<p}. A is idempotent, A 2 = A, and self-adjoint A f = A. 
Since the Hamiltonian describing a system is invariant 
under operations of the symmetry group of the system, 
H  commutes with A : A H  = HA. If H  is separated into 
the intramolecular interactions and the intermolecnlar 
interactions, H = H 0-\-V, both parts correspond to a 
certain ordering of electrons and nuclei in molecules 
and do not, therefore, commute with A . Let us consider 
the influence of the perturbation V on a certain unper­
turbed state described by <£o, an eigenfunction of H0 
with eigenvalue Eq. The symmetry projection of 4>o is 
denoted by fa=A(f>o. Note that fa is not an eigenfunc-
r0. Except for exchange degeneracy, the unper­
turbed level is nondegenerate.
The wave operator IV is defined by writing the solu­
tion of the Schrödinger equation, H\l/ = E\p, as
t  = Wfa. (1)
Assume that W  satisfies the conditions
W  A =  A W  (2)
(in order to secure that \p has the proper symmetry:
\p = Wfa = W  A 4>o = A W(fro)
and
(to | t )  = (fa I Wxpo) =  (fa ! i/'o). (3)
This implies that o is orthogonal to fa. (If <£0 is 
normalized to unity and A is idempotent, then \p0 is not 
normalized.)
The energy E  is obtained as
E = (fa  | H yp )/( fa \t)  = (fa | H W fa)/(fa  | \po). (4)
To derive the expression for W  we define another pro­
jection operator
0  =  | fa)(fa  |/(fa  | fa) = A | <£o)(0o | A / (0o | A | <£o)
and its complement in {t}
P  = A - 0 .
These operators have the properties
02 =  0, 0 t =  0, AO — O A —O, Ofa=fa; 
p 2 =  p ,  p t ==p ) A P  =  P A = P ,  P f a = 0 ;
0 p  =  p 0 =  0 . ( 5)
Because of the normalization condition (3) the projec­
tions of \p are
Chp=fa,
P\p = Aip — 0\p=\p—\po- (6)
A~thirdj:ondition for IJ^can be derived since \p is a 
solution to the Schrödinger equation H\p = E\//. I t  follows 
that
P ( E - H )  iA =  0,
and substituting \p = A\p = ( 0 P)\p into this equation 
and using P 0  = 0,
P ( E —H)P\p = PHO\f/,
P ( E —H) P W fa = PHfa. (7)
I t  is shown easily that all the imposed conditions for 
W  [Eqs. (2), (3), and (7)], are satisfied by
W = A  +  TH,
with
T = P t a ( l - A ) + ß O + P ( E - H ) P y iP. (8)
Besides ßO, we have to add a (1 —^4) (a and ß are 
nonzero real scalars) to the operator P ( E —H )P  in 
order to define the inverse of this operator, not only in 
{\f/}y but in the total function space {</>). (Recall that 
0-\-P = A  and not 0-\-P=  1 as usual.10)
T  does not depend on a and ß: dT/da = 0, dT/dß = 0 
and has the following properties:
( i - ^ i ) r = r ( i - . 4 ) = o
or written differently
A T  =  TA  =  T. ( 9)
Further,
OT=TO = 0, (10)
and
P ( E —H )T = P .  (11)
Introducing the result for W  into the equations (1) 
and (4) yields
t = f a +  T U f a y
E =  (fa | H + H T H  | fa)/(fa | fa),
or after substituting successively fa=A<t>o, H A = A H , 
H  =  t f 0+  V, and #o<£o =  £o0o, and using (5),
\f/ = A(po-hTV(t)o,
E  = Eo~\- (A fa | A V(f)o)/(Acf)o | A4>o)
(AV4>o | T  | AV4>o)/(A(fro | A(f>o). (12)
Herewith the formula for the first-order energy is 
already obtained:
€] =  (Afo \ AV<t>o)/(A<f)o | Acfro). (13)
To find the higher-order expressions, T  is expanded in 
powers of V. We choose the expansion that yields the 
Schrödinger-type perturbation formulas. Since Ho does 
not commute with P  we have to deviate from the 
usual procedure,10 which introduces the operator Ro =
'0Si
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P /( E q—Ho) and resolves this operator into its spec­
trum. We define
^0=2^  I 4>k)((frk 1/ (Eo — Ek) , 
k^ 0
(14)
vergent; we just assume that they are fulfilled. Formula 
(19) yields immediately the expressions for the per­
turbed energies and wavefunctions (« >  1):
=  { P R o U y - ' P R o P V t o
where (frk are the eigenfunctions and Ek the eigenvalues 
of the operator Ho. Ro is a nonpositive operator if E q 
is the ground-state energy; it is defined in the whole 
{<£}, and consequently in {\p}. Ho is Hermitian; its 
eigenfunctions form a complete, orthonormal set in
CrJ+1) (A  V<t> o |(PRoU) "-'PRoP | A V fr )
{A<j> o 1 A<f>o)
(20)
Remark that the perturbed functions have the proper 
symmetry.
The formula for the second-order energy is
Y  | 4>k)((f>k | = /  [the identity operator in {</>}]. (15) e2— (AV(fro \ PRoP | AV(fro)/(A(fro | A(fr0)
k
We write
P ( E - H ) = A ( E - H )  
— ( A | <£o)($o | A /( fa  | A | (fro)) ( E —H ) . 
We use A H  = H A , substitute H = H 0+ V , and define
V ' = V - { E - E o )
to obtain
P ( E - H )  = ( E o - H o ) A - V 'A
— [_A | (fro) ((fro | (E q—Ho) A / ((fro | A | (fro)~]
+  (A | (fro) ((fro | V 'A / ((fro | A | (fro) ) .
The third term at the right-hand side of this equation is 
zero, so that we find
P ( E - H )  = ( E o - H o ) A - U A ,
with
U = V ' - ( A  I 0o)<0o I V'/(<fro\A |*o>). (16)
This result, substituted into (11) yields, after using
(9), 
(.E o - H o ) T - U T = P . (17)
Multiplying this equation to the left by PRo, Ro given 
by ( 14), we obtain
(18)
H o)/(E o-E k) l  T
T=PRoP+PRoUT.  
We have used the fact that
PRo(Eo—H o)T  = P  I C^o-  
= p  E I  * » > < *  I t  
= P(I-\(fro)(<fro\)T 
= P T  
= T.
With the aid of Relation (18) T  is expanded in an 
infinite series:
CD
t = Y ,  {PRau y p R 0p.
74=0
(19)
= (A<t>0 \ A<h)~l 
V ' ( A ( V —ei)<j>o [ A<l>k)(A<t>k | A ( V —€i)<^ o)
^  n 7? ’ ^k9±0 ^0 — -t^ k
The expressions for higher orders can also be obtained 
easily, but are not written here explicitly.
GENERAL PROPERTIES OF THIS 
PERTURBATION THEORY, COMPARISON TO 
OTHER THEORIES
All energy expressions are real quantities. In second 
order this is seen immediately. In all other orders we 
make use of the following equation:
(AVfa  | A(fri)= (AHfa  | A(fri)— (AHo4>k | A(fri) 
= (Afa  | AH(fri)—Ek(A(frk | A(fri) 
= (Afa  | A V(fri)-{- (E i—Ek) (Afa  | A(fri).
(22)
(<f>k and (fri are eigenfunctions of H 0 with the real eigen­
values Ek and Eu) We have used the relations A H  — 
HA  and W  = H.
In first order the proof is trivial. In third and higher 
orders we prove that
PRoUPRoP = PRoPWRoP. (23)
We do not derive the criteria for this series to be con-
From (23) it follows that (PRoU)nPRoP is self-adjoint 
for all n > 0 (for the detailed proof, see Appendix). By 
consequence all energy expressions are real. Moreover it 
follows from (23) that all energies of even order are 
negative definite i f  Eo is the ground-state energy of the 
unperturbed system. (See also Appendix.)
Also using Eq. (22) we have found that the energy 
expressions up to and including third order are in exact 
agreement with the Eisenschitz-London results, if A 
consists of electron exchange operators only. This may 
be valid for higher orders too, but we did not verify it.
The first-order energy in our theory corresponds to 
the results of other theories.4-5-718 Our second-order 
energy contains some extra exchange terms compared 
to those theories which also yield an explicit second 
order expression.4*5-7 If the intermolecular overlap is 
neglected, our formula changes into the formula of 
Salem.5
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APPENDIX
The relation (23) can be proved in two different 
ways. The first proof starts with Eq. (18):
T = PR0P+PRoUT.  (Al)
Since jP, r ,  and R0 are self-adjoint, we obtain as the 
adjoint of this equation
T = P R 0P + T W R qP. (A2)
Substituting (A2) into (Al) yields
T = P R 0P +  PRo UPRoP+ PRo UTU 'R^P ; (A3)
substituting (Al) into (A2),
T  =  PR0P +  PRoP W RoP+PRoUTU*R 0P . (A4)
Subtracting (A3) and (A4) gives the desired result
PRoUPRoP = PRoPWRoP.
The second way to prove (23) by substituting the 
definitions of P , Ro, and U is very illustrative, since it 
shows also the way in which the results of this perturba­
tion theory can be compared to the Eisenschitz-London 
expressions. We first remark that V = H —Ho is self- 
adjoint and that Eq. (22) is also valid if we replace V  by
V ' = V - ( E - E o ) .
We then write
RMPRo=  E  [ (£ „ -£ * )  (£ » -£ « ) ]-* (| I V'A \
k^O.l^O \
I
0fc)(0A: 1 A  | 0o)(0Q 1 V'A | <t>i)(<t>i
(0o 1 A | 0 o)
1 V'A | ■©- O o 1 A 1
(00 M l 0o)
+
1 <t>k)(<t>k 1 A | 0o)(0O | V'A | 00 ) (00 1 A 1éi)(ài\
(00 1 A | 0o )2
Substituting (22) into the above equation yields the same expression with V'A replaced by A V', plus a remainder. 
The above expression with V'A replaced by A V '  is equal to RoPU^Rq. Therefore,
RoUPRo = RQP U iRo-\- remainder,
rem ainder E  [ (£ » -£ * )  ( ( E t - E t )  \ ék)(èk \ A | <i>i)(<i>! ! -  i (E t- E 0) +  ( E o - E k) |
k^O.l^Q
X
1 0fc)(0A- 1 A 1 Oo
-e- 1 A | 0i)(0i |
(0u 1 a  ! 0o)
Y  {Ed—E i) 1 ( ! àk)((bk | A |
k^O.l^
^  (E^—Ek) 1 (| 0/c)(0t | A | (f)i)(4>
îO.Z îtîO \
0 fc  )  ( 0 / c 1 A \ •e- o o ! A 10i)(0z 1
1 ( 0 0 1 A 10o)
i
Into the first summation we substitute
0A;)(0Jfc ! A 1 •e- o o 1 A 1 0i)(0z 1
(00 1 A 100 )
X  I <t>k)(<t>k \ = I — | 0o)(0o I,
k^ O
and into the second one
X) I I = I — \ 0o)(0i0
The result is
remainder =  P R q —RoP.
So we have proved that
Ro U  P R o= R oP U  'R * +  P R 0 -  RoP
and therefore that PRoUP R q P  =  PRoPU^R q P .
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With the aid of Eq. (23) we prove that (PRoU)nPRoP is self-adjoint:
(PRaU )’'PR0P = (P R a U) U PRaP
= (PRoU) "-'PRoP ( WRaP)
=  ( P R o U y - t P R o U P R o P i W R o P ) 
=  ( P R 0U y - ’-P R o P ( W R o P y - ,
etc. Continuing in this manner we find that
(PRoU) ”PRoP=PRoP(WRoP)  " = l ( P R 0U) "Pi?oP]+
If « is even, we write
(P R aU ) =  (PPoi/) nl2PR^P(WRoP)  n'2,
from which result follows that the energies of even order are negative definite or zero if Ro is a nonpositive operator 
Ro is nonpositive for perturbations of the ground state.
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Mechanisms of Energy Transfer Involving Trivalent Er and Tb or Tm in Sodium 
Rare-Earth Tungstates
L. G. V a n  U i t e r t , E. F. D e a r b o r n , a n d  J. J. R u b i n  
Bell Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated, Murray Hill, New Jersey
(Received 2 May 1967)
Emission is observed from six manifolds of Er in the tungstates at 77°K. Their signatures and intrinsic 
lifetimes in microseconds are: Er2H9/2, <5; Er4^ ,  25; Er1/ ^ ,  ~ 5 ;  Er4/ 9/2, '—'13; Er4/n/2, 120; and Er47i3/2,
~4500. A seventh manifold ( Er277n/2) emits when thermally populated from Er4S3/2 at 295°K. The 
principal transitions from all of these manifolds are to the ground manifold (Er4/ ^ ) ; as a result, radiation 
reabsorption is strong for each manifold and random migration of excitation between Er47n/2 manifolds 
is possible at low Er concentrations. Further, due to the small spacings between the various manifolds 
of Er, relaxation by internal conversion processes is prevalent. Taking these factors and self-quenching 
interactions of TbbDz and Er into account, the nonradiative transfer of energy from Tb5Z)3 or Tb6Z}4 to Er, 
from Er S^iiyo, Er4S3/2, Er4/ 9/2, E^/ii/u, or Er4/]3/2 to Tb, and the equivalent self-quenching interactions of 
Er are all indicated to be by dipole-dipole in character.
INTRODUCTION
Early work on the elucidation of mechanisms of 
energy transfer between cations in luminescent solids 
has been discussed by Botden.1 More recent work 
involving rare-earth ion interactions has been sum­
marized elsewhere.2 Energy transfer is generally asso­
ciated with radiation reabsorption, multipolar inter­
actions, and/or exchange.3-5 Multipolar processes can 
be responsible for remote interactions (e.g., 20 À) while 
exchange may be important for interactions involving 
near neighbors. Multipolar transfer interactions be­
tween trivalent Tb and Sm, Eu, Dy, Pr, and/or Nd
1 F. J. Botden, Philips Res. Rept. 6, 425 (1951); 7, 197 (1952).
2 L. G. Van Uitert and L. F. Johnson, J. Chem. Phys. 44, 3514 
(1966).
3 D. L. Dexter, J. Chem. Phys. 21, 836 (1953).
4 D. L. Dexter and J. H. Schulman, J. Chem. Phys. 22, 1063
(1954).
6 D. L. Dexter, Phys. Rev. 126, 1962 (1962).
and between Eu and Nd in the sodium rare-earth 
tungstates has been analyzed previously.6-11 The pres­
ent work is concerned with radiative and nonradiative 
interactions between trivalent Er and Tb or Tm ions.
MATERIALS AND MEASUREMENTS
Crystals of various members of the series Nao.s(Y, 
Tb, E r)0.5WO4 in the combinations indicated in the 
accompanying figures were grown from an Na2W207
6 L. G. Van Uitert, E. F. Dearborn, and J. J. Rubin, J. Chem. 
Phys. 45, 1578 (1966).
7 L. G. Van Uitert, E. F. Dearborn, and H. M. Marcos, Appl. 
Phys. Letters 9, [7] 255 (1966).
8 L. G. Van Uitert, E. F. Dearborn, and J. J. Rubin, J. Chem. 
Phys. 46, 3551 (1967).
8 L. G. Van Uitert, E. F. Dearborn, and J. J. Rubin, J. Chem. 
Phys. 47, 1595 (1967).
10 L. G. Van Uitert, E. F. Dearborn, and J. J. Rubin, J. Chem. 
Phys. 47, 547 (1967).
11 L. G. Van Uitert, E. F. Dearborn, and J. J. Rubin, J. Chem. 
Phys. 46, 420 (1967).
